Sauter and Eisner (2) base their argument on different research (3) reporting aggregate normalized correlations between WC model facial movements and proposed prototypes and variants (4) . Their statement is unwarranted for three reasons.
First, each aggregate correlation was statistically significant, demonstrating a close fit of our WC models to "baseline." Maximum-fit analysis revealed perfect and near-perfect fits for all six expressions.
Second, although proposed prototypes and variants describe different ways of expressing the same emotion (e.g., "surprise" with open or closed mouth), their natural variance (i.e., how each is distributed within/between cultures) is unknown. Our data-driven methods, which harness subjective cultural perceptions, do capture the natural variance of facial To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: rachael.jack@glasgow.ac.uk.
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1211865110expressions, including a spectrum broader than those currently proposed (e.g., happy with parted lips).
Third, the models are recognized with a high accuracy comparable to those reported with standardized 2D faces (e.g., refs. 5 and 6).
Thus, existing facts demonstrate that our methods can expand current knowledge beyond basic facial expressions, revealing natural variance within a culture.
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